Green Transaction Advisory Package (Green-TAP) for Renewable Energy Projects

Green-Technical Advisory Package (Green-TAP) is a technical and financial due diligence support provided by GGGI for PT SMI in running renewable energy projects. The program provides a targeted transaction advisory package to PT SMI (a GCF Direct Access Entity bank in Indonesia) on a portfolio of renewable energy projects that are already in the bank’s pipeline and require ‘last-mile’ support to be given green light by the bank’s investment committee for investment.

GGGI Scope of Support for PT SMI through Green-TAP

**Objective**
Mobilizing a total investment of USD 150 million between July 2021 and December 2023, by supporting renewable energy projects with a capacity of 75MW to achieve financial closure.

**PT. Sarana Multi Infrastruktur (PT. SMI)**
Accelerating national infrastructure development in Indonesia through financing, advisory, and project development.

Renewable energy projects that are mature and under consideration by the bank for investment.
- **Mini hydro**
- **Biogas**
- **Geothermal**

**Green-TAP**
- Project structuring, financial analysis, technical analysis
- Catalyze renewable energy projects towards financial closure
- Support projects that are mature and are under consideration by the bank for investment
- Allow flexible scope of support to PT SMI

**Project Portfolio and Progress**

Since its commencement in July 2021 until December 2021, the Green-TAP program supported five renewable energy projects representing a total investment size of USD 230 million. One of the projects already achieved financial closure in December 2021, with USD 15 million in green investment mobilized.